
One of Humanity’s biggest questions…
The Origin of Life -- Charles Darwin wrote:

"But if (and oh what a big if) we could 
conceive in some warm little pond …"

21st Century science is hot on the trail of a solution 
with implications for evolution, technology, culture 
and even conscious experience



Rotorua New Zealand: field work at Hells Gate, February 2020

















RNA-like Polymer Imaged with AFM (Univ of Copenhagen)



“Protocells” each providing a natural experiment, chips on a roulette wheel of 
chance in life’s lottery

The Engine of Creation runs like a roulette wheel



Big News: The origin of life starting as a protocell mass in a 
hot spring was a collaborative community



Probability shaper

Memory system Interaction network

A blueprint for the Engine of Creation



Runs at the center of all of life and phenomena?



Quite possibly!

Runs at the center of all of life and phenomena?



Prediction: these three fundamental 
properties of the living world…

⇒ Generate all
observable
phenomena…

⇒ Create all felt
experience…

⇒ And human consciousness samples only a small 
subset of this collective, experiential “field”.



Supports awareness looking back on its own 
origins and evolution providing an opening to…

So perhaps the whole cycling system…

…the experience of unity consciousness



A Singular model 
of life’s origins, 
evolution into 
consciousness 
and the rise of 
the Field



Driving energy, 
organizing 
principal: Earth’s 
rotation to face the 
sun



Sets up P-I-M 
cycle originating 
life in the hot 
spring setting



Probability 
generates more 
complex life, 
genetic memory 
and interactions



Accumulating 
memory and 
interconnections 
generates an 
increasingly 
complex “Field”



Self-awareness 
arises in animals



Human collective 
consciousness 
arises in the Field, 
ultimately to unity 
awareness



Hypothesis: might our conscious minds act within this Field of 
probability using intention and attention in the following way…

=> Test this hypothesis in your own life: set an intention, 
pay attention, take actions and measure outcomes!


